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About This Game

"Treasure of blizzard" is a fantasy themed eroge visual novel inspiring with beautiful arts and interesting game characters. The
fate of the protagonist completely depends on your choice. Probably your character may meet his partner in life; however he

may also meet the end of his life. You’re the ones to choose.

 Game features:

 Based on the original story in a Fantasy World

 Two girls to start a relationship (and one neko character)

 10 alternate endings

 24 CG (contain ecchi ero art) + 9 new H CG(16+)

 Estimated Gameplay Length: 4-10 hours

 Available for Windows, Mac, and Linux

 High replay value
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 - Activate 'Demon Vision' from the settings to see through their clothes!

The young officer is transferred to the capital where he is supposed to be under 24/7 control of the Emperor’s people as a sign
of loyalty towards his mutinous father. It’s ironic that the young officer is convoyed by his Childhood friend, Lin. Now she’s

serving as one of the Emperor’s guardian and each mission will be valuable for her career. However first, these two have to get
over the Mountain Pass and here is a rumor stating the mystical things happen in that place.

 Characters :

•Lin
She is a childhood friend of the protagonist who is convoying him to the capital city. She is afraid of ghosts. She loves money

very much. Her family is one of the main authorities of the Empire. Her mother is originally from the Western realms. Lin
inherited her color of the hair because of her mother’s origins. And Lin was bullied because of that color. She joined the

guardians after Kang had joined the border troops.

•Mei
She is a tavern-lady who runs a guesthouse in the wilderness of the mountains. Kang sees a blue flower on her head and nobody
else sees that flower. Sometimes, when she gets angry her eyes began shining. She loves gamble-games, and, most of all, she is

mad about the game that was explained to her by some guest who was passing by that place.

•Shan
She is the leader of the werewolves and she is a cold white she-wolf. There are rumors about her people that spread among the

humans. Most of the rumor is filled with fear but nobody knows anything for sure.

•Kang
His mother passed away when he was quite little. So he has vague memories about her. Kang used to play with Lin during the

days of their childhood. When he was saved from the witch by a swordsman, Kang decided to be a warrior. However Kang was
escorted to the capital because the Emperor was in rage so that the ruler could threaten to Kang’s father.

He loves drinking. He often crosses the line drinking really too much.
There is a pendant on his neck that was presented by his mother.

- Activate 'Demon Vision' from the settings to see through their clothes! In the new update, we've added ecchi elements. 16+
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I ask for one favour DO NOT BUY THIS GAME! I know i have over 20 hours because i just wanna beat it and delete it, truly if
you wanna know how the game is i'll explain in short from,

#1: The Ai teammates you have are absolute♥♥♥♥♥♥ i tell them to open and clear (by throwing a frag) they bounce it off the
door and kill themselves, like they stick there heads out and if someone is behind them they turn around in slow motion

#2:The gameplay, do not get me started on the gameplay, it's like Tom Clancy studios made this game to troll everyone, you get
shot in the leg with a pistol in one hit. you're dead that's why i recommend saving everytime you breach a door because you're
most likely going to die.

Basically my views on the game are how Tom Clancy and his company were probably like, Hey let's ruin the series for pc and
everyone else was like YAAAA AWESOME, LET'S ADD DUMB AI AND EVEN MORE STUPID♥♥♥♥♥♥ and that's how
it was made..... 10/10 would rainbow six again. Nice game. The music fits inside the game!. Awesome Arcade dogfighter. It's a
great break from DCS as the game is well modelled, and is hugely satisfying when you shoot someone down. Teamplay is
essential as you'll need people playing all classes to actually win the match.

The only downside is that the game needs more players, so buy this game and come play!. Awful purchase at .74 cents. Unless
you have an old computer with windows 95\/98, then there's no reason to ever fool around with it because it will not run at all.
Minimum requirements my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I spent way too much time trying to configure this game to run
but nothing worked. Don't even bother scouring the discussions around getting this game to work, because even if you do get it
to work, I hear it's nothing but buggy. Save those three quarters for a nice piece of gum.. I love playing this with my 4 and 6 year
old. This game is great!. Extremely simple trading game. Fly between planets that are randomly and frequently changing what
they need. The only real challenge is trying to remember what is a high / low price for the goods on offer. Trader, a 37 year old
ZX81 game did this better.. Duration: About 35 hours.

First Time Played

Enjoyment: high

This is a great DLC for Panzer Corps. This campaign takes the British from North Africa all the a through to Berlin. High
enjoyment throughout. The Market Garden scenario was very memorable as your core force races through a long skinny map to
help out the paratroopers at Arnhem. Sicily and the defense of Crete were also memorable highlights.

The campaign has many entry points and there is the option to add US Forces to your core once they enter the war. Another
great DLC for anyone out there like me who can't get enough of Panzer Corps.. The game is very fun, however after about 20
hours of messing around with workshop content and the zombie mode it got a bit tiresome. The multiplayer seems to have
gotten worse lately and is still super buggy. The only reason i would really recommend the game is that the initial 20 hours is
awesome and multiplayer ww2 tank battlles in lego tanks is just tons of fun. But 7/10 times the MP games will crash or lag so
badly its unplayable.

 Development has been very slow. I bought the game back in September 2017 and in June 2018 i really cant tell a difference. I
still would recommend I just would like to see some more significant progress. Especially in game modes and multiplayer
stability.. opening link in your browser is not acceptable and not funny adding me to your discord channel without asking me
that you will add me or you will open link for me.
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FREE DLC ? Can't say no to that :D. I'm a big fan of this game. It's hilarious and well worth getting. Can play in short spurts or
a real long time. Very easy to join games!. this game is a pure gem. it has the music author of lotus in sega and top gear in super
nintendo. it has a feeling like top gear 2 from snes, but is sooo much better, it has the right things that needed to be updated a
little bit to our times. it has a huge amount of tracks. every car is quite different so you need to choose wisely. you need top
reflexes, just like in the old days, you cannot even blink sometimes (i had some rough times with this game in which i was really
tired after a long race, but hey, that's on me)
I want horizon chase turbo 2.
Buy this for whatever price.
you WILL enjoy it. even if you're a kid or a teenager that never put his hands in old games.
. I found this game as a follow-up recommendation to Hexcells that can likely be seen in many of the other reviews nearby.
Having finished both games, I will echo that endorsement. RYB is even better than Hexcells, actually. The rules change more
drastically as new elements are introduced; there's more variety. It's a shame more people haven't heard of this.. The game stuck
during redist installation..cannot start the game..the game promt to install redist although it has been install.. Well.. started
playing it today.. it has a creepy feeling to it and i got a bit scared( so seems to be worth my money..I will come back later. So
far it seems very good :D. I found Sumatra while looking for a game to stream, and I was pleasantly surprised by the quality this
game had to offer. This felt like a true replication of an old school point and click adventure. I even found myself clicking
through the inventory on random things to try and figure it out.

10\/10 great retro experience.. Fun puzzle game that encourages the player to come back and retry levels over and over until all
the challenges are met. A must have game for all platforms!. Hands down my least favorite game of the series. The story bits are
too far apart, so much that you'll start losing interest. Some new features were added but I didn't like them at all. It was all too
confusing.

The main things start very late in the game. Also, I actually got the main plot twist before even getting there. The previous two
in the series at least had me wondering the fate of the characters.

But then again, I wouldn't want to miss the storyline so I recommend it anyway. It's just that Aveyond 3-2: Gates of Night set the
bar really high. When I finished it, I actually missed the gameplay and the characters.

So don't miss it because the character interactions, the story and the scene before the final battle makes it worthwhile in my
opinion.
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